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Summary
This paper analyses how the Medellín elite developed a mass-transport system, the
urban tramway, during the first decades of the 20th century. This project supported the
city’s industrialisation and facilitated constructing working-class neighbourhoods in the
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with a concern for public welfare and the needs of a growing urban area.
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The city of Medellín’s tramway is fondly remembered by those who had the
chance to use it, but is one of the most neglected subjects in the historiography
of the Antioquia Department. There are only cursory references to this mass-
transport system, in spite of its permanent and profound effects on the city’s
urban development from 1919-19501.
Even a major work like the Historia
de Medellín –compiled by Jorge
Orlando Melo [1996]– only makes
brief mention of this transport
system, leaving the impression that
the tramway has not been important
in the city’s history3. This article
seeks to fill a gap in historical
analysis. The study of the Medellín
tramway helps to understand, from
a new perspective, how the city was
transformed by industrialisation and
by the absorption of a growing,
working-class population.
Photo 1. The Medellín tramway2
1 I would especially like to thank Hernán Restrepo who, at the age of 96, still vividly remembers
those years when he was an engine-driver on the Medellín tramway, in San José (Costa Rica)
and in Pereira. Thanks to his vivid tales and excellent memory, a good part of the history of
this transport system in Medellín has been reconstructed. I would also like to thank Luisa
Acosta’s contributions providing details of the Medellín tramway’s daily functioning.
2 The photographs for this article are taken from Medellín: un siglo de historia (www.viztaz.com).
3 While issues of similar importance, like the Ferrocarril de Antioquia and the development of
public services, are surveyed in some detail in the literature, the tramway has been practically
forgotten.62 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
This paper has thus been divided into seven parts. The first shows the development
of the animal-drawn tramway and the causes that led to its rapid demise, the second
analyses the role played by the Sociedad de Mejoras Públicas4 and the Consejo de Medellín5
in promoting the city’s urbanisation during the first years of the twentieth century,
the third part extends this to study the city’s urban transformation process. The
fourth describes the electric tramway’s network of routes starting in 1919. The
fifth examines the development of the Empresa del Tranvía Municipal and some
social aspects regarding the tramway. The sixth studies the development of the
Empresa del Tranvía de Oriente and conclusions are then drawn.
The Mule-drawn Tramway (tranvía de sangre)
Tramways using animal traction (the mule-drawn tramway) combined traditional
means of transport (mules or horses) with the railway’s technological innovation.
The first one was constructed for New York by John Stephenson6.
The mule-drawn tramway began operation in Medellín on January 23rd 1887
when some carriages were pulled through the city centre by mules belonging to
Juan Climaco Arbeláez’s company (La Colombiana). The initial route ran from the
Plazuela de la Veracruz to El Eden, close to Bosque de la Independencia where
El Bermejal public toilets7 were located [Piedrahita 1988: 506].
The initial intention was to extend this route south to the town of Itagüi and
north towards Copacabana. The second of these routes was never built, whilst
the rails were extended for the former, passing through Envigado, Itagüi and La
Estrella. This route did not become economically viable as the journey was very
slow and full of delays, people preferring traditional means of transport, like
horses, mules or victorias, the horse-drawn coaches offering their services from
the central Parque de Berrio throughout the whole city.
4 Literally, the Public Improvement Society (for Medellín).
5 The Medellín Town Council.
6 Although conventional tramways were moved by stationary steam-engines hauling a cable,
such a system was not used in Colombia during the XIX century.
7 The city’s public toilets were situated at La Puerta Inglesa in the Buenos Aires area, El
Bermejal near El Eden in the Moravia area, El Jordan in the village of Robledo and Palacio
between the Palace and Maturin areas. People who had no access to these bathrooms used the
clear waters of the river Porce running through Medellín [Piedrahita 1988: 506].Urban development and urban transport: the Medellín tramway / 63
Map of Medellín centre showing Parque de Berrio (9) and the main streets
mentioned in the text64 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
Photo 2. The mule-drawn tramway at El Eden
8 The streets in the centre of Medellín have traditionally been known by their names rather
than by their north-american type numbering. In Spanish-founded cities, a Carrera runs north-
south and a Calle east-west (thus the use here helps to orientate readers unfamiliar with Medellín’s
geography). From this point on their current numbering will be included in square parenthesis.
The main line (El Eden-La Veracruz) was not free of problems. When the mules
went through narrow Calle Ayacucho8 they would frequently mount the pavements
and get in the way of horse-drawn coaches, making passengers find their journey
very uncomfortable.
The rails and carriages for the enterprise were imported from the United States
and pasture-land for the mules was bought near Muñoz –later known as Belgian
manga and today the site of San Vicente de Paul hospital [Gil 1989: 102]. The
animals were brought from Bogota but never adapted to Medellín’s climate. Given
all these difficulties, the contract was ceded to a Belgian company which suspended
operations in 1893. The few fixed items and rolling stock were abandoned, even
though they had not yet become redundant [Betancur 1925: 102].
The Society for Public Improvement (Sociedad de Mejoras Públicas)
The Sociedad de Mejoras Públicas (from now referred to as SMP) was created on
February 9th 1899, inspired by the Sociedad de Embellecimiento de Bogotá (Society for
Embellishing Bogotá). SMP resulted from the initiative of two eminent public
figures: Carlos E. Restrepo (later president of Colombia) and Gonzalo Escobar.
Their prestige, leadership and cachet in Medellín allowed them to interest some
thirty of the city’s important people in becoming founding members. The SMPUrban development and urban transport: the Medellín tramway / 65
would become a vehicle for expressing the interests of the Medellín elite during
the first years of the 20th century; it was able to unite public and private sector
efforts in improving the city’s quality of life9.
The members of the business and commercial elite involved in the SMP believed
that whilst municipal public institutions might set goals and define priorities,
instrumentation of policy was a technical matter for which the SMP was better
fitted.
The working relationship between the Medellín Municipal Council and the SMP
represented an ideal system for the latter’s elite members. Some members of the
Municipal Council thus became entrusted with evaluating proposals which were
then submitted to the SMP’s weekly meetings. It has been suggested that the
criterion for their approval or rejection was their coincidence with SMP members’
interests [Botero 1996: 33].
A complex, interlocking network bound the Council and the SMP together when
Medellín grew from being a small town into a city during the first half of the 20th
century. Many SMP members were elected to the Council, some being designated
municipal auditors (personeros municipales) or active on the Road Board (Junta de
Caminos), the Municipal Engineering Council (Ingeniería Municipal) and the Medellín
of the Future Board (Junta del Medellín Futuro) [Botero 1996: 35]. The SMP
transmitted the elite’s proposals and acted as a pressure group.
The SMP’s elitist designs may be inferred from those projects it promoted, such
as running horse races at the Bosque de la Independencia in 1911, the building of a
luxury hotel (El Nutibara) and paving the streets. Although the benefits of each
were obvious, they were also clearly linked to the interests of businessmen and
the few automobile owners in Medellín at the time. Other initiatives (which were
not approved) were even more elitist; it was proposed charging for using public
park benches when concerts were given by the municipal band (días de retreta)
and using municipal funds for constructing a first-rate theatre, at a time when
the city lacked public schools having even minimum facilities.
The SMP was very active in policy and decision-making related to urban
development and its public space. Ricardo Olano was an industrialist, urban
9 For a broader discussion of the origins of the Antioquia and Medellín elites, see Correa
[2001].66 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
10 Eduardo and Gustavo de Greiff urbanised the area running from the Santa Helena stream to
Carrera El Palo [45] to the east of the city centre and Calle Caracas [54], Peru [55] and Bolivia
[56] in the north. Manuel María Escobar and his brother Luis María were founders of the
Urban Promotion Society (Sociedad de Fomento Urbano) and promoters of urbanising the Los
Libertadores neighbourhood lying between the river and the Guayaquil market square [Botero
1996: 82]. Manuel Álvarez, Antonio José Gutiérrez, Antonio and Braulio Chavarriaga, Gustavo
and Eduardo de Greiff and Manuel Maria and Luis Maria Escobar were also partners in the
Proprietary Society (Sociedad Propietaria) a company building houses in the Boston neighbourhood,
initially urbanised by the Villa family.
developer, politician and, most importantly, a leader of the SMP. In his ambitious
programme he stated that,
The science of city planning and experience set the following priorities: 1 streets, 2
transport, 3 architecture, 4 workers’ housing, 5 parks and forests, 6 water-supply, 7
sanitation, 8 public buildings and markets, 9 electricity, 10 legislation, and 11 finance
[Botero 1996: 40].
Photo 3. Bosque de la Independencia (Today The Botanical Garden)
The core of SMP membership included urban developers, civil engineers and
architects. They lobbied for public works; however, their interest in them was
not simply philanthropic as they were potential contractors, real estate speculators
and developers [Botero 1996: 41].
Many public works in Medellín were contracted following bidding processes
controlled by the SMP –by delegation from the urban authorities–. It should not
be a surprise then that those gaining the contracts were often SMP members
who also just happened to be urban developers. Manuel Álvarez, a founding
member of the SMP, controlled a good part of Medellín’s water sources10. ÁlvarezUrban development and urban transport: the Medellín tramway / 67
was also one of the first promoters of large-scale development projects in
Medellín. In 1917 he bought a 2,230,000 vara11 farm (called Berlin) close to Medellín
at a gross cost of 0.67 cents12 per vara. Discounting the areas he could not sell as
they were destined to become streets, the marketplace, public areas, etc., he
obtained a net cost for the lots sold off of 2 cents per vara. The interest in this
transaction lies not just in the profit made by Álvarez. As stated in the flyer he
issued to promote the development,
I have already signed a contract with the Honourable Municipal Council for extending
the tramway to the mental hospital. With this improvement, having a house in Berlin
will be the same as having one four or five blocks from the Parque de Berrio. The same
five cents for riding five or twenty-five [blocks]. Despite this great advantage, and the
general increase in the prices of real estate, the lots in Berlin will be sold at $0.10,
$0.20 and $0.25 per vara [Botero 2000: 254].
A similar argument was used for promoting the Aranjuez development. According
to an advertisement published in the newspaper El Colombiano in 1927, a good
reason for buying a lot in this neighbourhood was the prolongation of a tramway
line.
The second generation SMP was even more active. Some of its members were:
Ricardo Olano –already mentioned– who developed the El Prado neighbourhood,
Ricardo Lalinde a partner with Álvarez and Timoteo Jaramillo in the Municipal
Urbanisation Company (Sociedad de Urbanización Municipal) that developed the
Manrique,13 Florida, Asomadera, Pérez Triana14 and Polka districts and Carlos
Cock manager of the same company, later named Insurance and Urbanisation
(Seguros y Urbanización) who, together with the Sanin Villa family, built the Campo
Valdés neighbourhood. Cock also became a distinguished industrialist and
governor of Antioquia [Botero 2000: 255].
11 A vara is a unit of length approximately equivalent to one yard. This farm would then have
been around 2,230,000 square yards.
12 The word cent is retained in direct quotation as the amounts are so small and there were 240
pennies to a pound sterling at the time (meaning that 1 penny (d) was the equivalent of 4
Colombian cents in 1925).
13 The Manrique neighbourhood was named by Manuel Álvarez in honour of doctor Juan
Evangelista Manrique, who had saved his life a few months before this area began to become
developed [Aguirre 1979: 3].
14 This neighbourhood was named in honour of Santiago Pérez Triana, son of president Santiago
Pérez Manosalva, for his contribution towards developing the Ferrocarril de Antioquia. See Aquiles
[1974].68 / Colombian Economic Journal, Vol. 1, N°  1, 2003
15 Sums of money are given in terms of the value of the £ at the time, i.e. pesos x 4 = £
equivalent (around 1925, the Colombian peso and the U.S. dollar were on a participative and
there were more than 4 dollars to a pound sterling). There were 4 cents to a penny.
The close relationship between Insurance and Urbanisation (owned by SMP
members) and the Medellín Municipal Council is evident in the urban development
of the Manrique neighbourhood. The former received a donation of  5,00015
and a low interest loan for another   7,500 for constructing a branch tramway.
The Council sold the company its land in the neighbourhood for development
at very favourable prices. It also lent    10,000 for building workers’ houses together
with an unspecified additional amount for establishing public lighting and water
systems [Arango 1925: 234].
In effect, the core group of city planners, the SMP leaders and decision-makers
in the municipal administration were one and the same. There was complete
coincidence between their ideas regarding the city’s urban development and their
business interests. This is nicely summarised in Olano’s phrase: “I believe in the
progress of Medellín and thus in the appreciation of its land”. Or, as one of his
critics put it, “Urban development is a street that goes to one of Ricardo Olano’s
properties” [Botero 1996: 80-82].
Because of its privileged position, and in spite of conflicts of interest, the SMP
assumed many functions that properly belonged to the public authorities. It
collected municipal taxes to cover the costs of its own operations. It inspected
rubbish-collection and urban embellishment and public services in general. It
planned and built public works and was the intermediary in negotiating urban
lots between the public and private sectors [Botero 1996: 47]. A question may
have arisen regarding the ethics of such an arrangement as SMP members were
acting in a private and public capacity at the same time. However, such qualms
were overcome, the matter proving very lucrative for them.
A further dimension was provided by Municipal Ordinance 16, 1907 assimilating
SMP members as “Agents of municipal police, having the same attributes as the
national police (Gendarmería Nacional)” [ibid.] with powers of enforcing regulations
regarding streets, overhangs, pavements, windows, etc. The public and private
sphere, the Council and the SMP became so intermingled that it was difficult to
distinguish each one’s functions, competencies and objectives.
£
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The predominance of private over public interest may be illustrated by regulation
regarding recua (mule-train) traffic in the city streets16. The SMP lobbied the
Council, through Manuel Álvarez, to prohibit mule-trains circulating in the city’s
central streets on the grounds of congestion and public health. The Council
agreed. It may be more than a coincidence that Álvarez was the president of the
SMP in 1911 and the owner of fourteen licensed public service vehicles with
access to the city at the same time17.
Ricardo Olano formed a partnership with Vicente Villa and his father Juan E.
Olano in 1913 to create the first omnibus service in Medellín. It offered three
routes from the city centre to La América, Buenos Aires and Villanueva using
vehicles acquired from the European companies Mulag and Manesmann.
However, this project failed because of the bad state of the roads, the scant
resistance of the bridges over the river Porce (one of the buses fell into the river,
passengers and all; fortunately there were no fatalities) and the fact that the
municipal sewage system’s clay tubing tended to break under the pressure of
vehicles’ weight [Botero 1996: 233-234].
The Medellín elite did not always assume a uniform position regarding the SMP
and its influence on public matters. In a Council discussion regarding a public
works project there was confrontation between Antonio Melguizo and Ricardo
Olano. The former voted against this particular initiative, arguing that it would
benefit him as the proprietor of land in its sphere of influence and that this
would imply a breach of ethics. Olano, who owned lots in the same location,
voted in favour of the project and asserted that this circumstance was irrelevant
[Botero 1996: 80]. This shows that at least some members of the elite were
aware of conflicts between public and private interest.
Medellín’s urban transformation
Perhaps the main factor in transforming Medellín into a “modern” city lay in
improving the public service infrastructure. The first change consisted of replacing
16 The recuas were groups of animals (usually mules or donkeys) used by Antioquian merchants
or arrieros to transport merchandise between the Magdalena river and inland towns such as
Medellín. Each animal carried 200 to 250 pounds. The load could be increased by forming
turegas, fastening two or more mules together with wooden boards on which merchandise was
transported. See Parsons [1997: 234].
17 Álvarez’s fleet was the largest in the city. The slaughterhouse had ten vehicles and Cervecería
Antioqueña (the local brewery) nine [Botero 1996: 101].70 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
the water supply’s old clay tubing with iron pipes. This project was first contracted
in 1908 with the Schloss Brothers’ firm from Manchester, but it was concluded
by the French firm Rigal. The new network was ready in 1921. In 1916 the
municipality also obtained a license for making concrete tubing [Gil 1989: 101].
New water-storage tanks were built on the city’s northeast hillside. This allowed,
the rapid development of the Manrique, Campo Valdés, Buenos Aires and El
Salvador neighbourhoods from 1920 onwards [Botero 2000: 177].
The municipality took over generating electricity; the first power generation
facilities consisted of a Pelton turbine in the Santa Helena stream (in 1897) and
a 250 kw capacity steam plant. The municipality purchased these from their
private owners in 1918. Two years later, generating capacity was increased by
1,000 kw by adding the Piedras Blancas power plant. This was in response to
growing urban demand, especially the needs of the new electric tramway [Toro
1996: 532].
Table 1 gives information regarding the growth of the population and the area
covered by the city between 1890 and 1925. The apparent decrease in urban
density (measured in terms of inhabitants per hectare) can be explained by non-
residential lots being incorporation into the urban area, a consequence of the
increase in industrial development during this period. It also reflects suburban
plots becoming annexed to Medellín which would later be used for constructing
new city neighbourhoods [Botero 2000: 176].
Table 1
Population in the Medellín area
               Urban density in
              people per hectare
1890 32,000 110                                 291
1905 45,000 160 281
1915 56,000 210 267
1925 75,000 300 250
Source: Botero [2000: 177]
At the same time, a number of major projects were undertaken for improving
the city’s social infrastructure and public space; amongst these were the lunatic-
asylum and orphanage, the church of Nuestra Señora del Sagrado Corazón, the
Parque de Berrio and Parque de Bolivar, the Circo España and the Central and
Villa Railway Stations.
Year  Urban population                  HectaresUrban development and urban transport: the Medellín tramway / 71
Sketch 4
Medellín’s urban transformation (1900-1930-1950)18
Medellín’s urban and rural population increased dramatically during the next
years. It grew from 120,000 in 1928 to 168,000 in 1938, reaching 350,000 inhabitants
in 1950.
Sketch 4 shows how Medellín’s urbanised area expanded towards the north-
eastern hillsides and the north of the city during the period from 1900 to 1950.
There was also significant urbanisation of the western Aburrá Valley after 1930,
especially in the La América and Belén areas.
Table 2
Mortality rate and life expectancy in Medellín





Source: Echavarría [1989: 75]
The rapid growth of Medellín’s population is due in part to a falling death rate
(Table 2), because of generalised access to drinking-water, the introduction of
penicillin and the improvement of medical and public health services in the city.
All these factors contributed towards increasing life expectancy. On the other
hand, the birth rate in Medellín remained stable (Table 3). Another cause of
demographic growth was migration from rural areas, associated with
industrialisation and the consequent demand for labour.
18 The area illustrated corresponds to the Aburrá Valley and the central line to the River Porce.
Source: Echavarría [1989: 75-80]72 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
Table 3
Birth rate





Source: Echavarría [1989: 76]
Medellín, and what would become its metropolitan area, had established a
significant industrial base by 1925, which included:
1. Five textile factories
2. Two match factories (one of which was Fósforos Olano)
3. Six chocolate factories
4. Five soap and candle factories
5. Two breweries
6. Five cigar and cigarette factories
7. Twenty-three looms
8. Eleven coffee-processing plants
9. A group of workshops producing 4,000 tons of iron per year and simple
machinery, and
10. A glass and pottery factory (which would become Corona19)
Medellín’s urban transformation was also marked by institutional and legislative
development. The first traffic code was approved in 1913, the fire department
was established in 1917, an urban development code was enacted in 1923, the
Board of Public Works was created in 1924, and a code regulating construction
and valorización20 came into force in 1935 [Gil 1989: 105].
Another sign of change was the arrival of the first direct flight by Scadta (Sociedad
Colombo Alemana de Transporte Áereo) from the Caribbean rim city of Barranquilla21
on July 8th 1922. However, as Fabio Botero said:
The most important factor marking the city’s transition towards an accelerated
adolescence and youth was the municipal electric tramway [Botero 2000: 258].
19 Today Corona is one of the most important industries in Colombia.
20 Valorización is a form of municipal tax which is related to an increase in land values and is
used to finance public works.
21 Traditional arrival from the Atlantic coast was by a trip up the River Magdalena lasting
several days.Urban development and urban transport: the Medellín tramway / 73
The tramway lines
The focus for Medellín’s urban development at the beginning of the 20th century
was the Bosque de la Independencia and San Pedro neighbourhood. This corridor
of growth was fostered by a tramway being constructed towards the north of
the city and the existence of abundant undeveloped land in the eastern Aburrá
Valley. Hence, most of Medellín’s urban development between the late 19th century
and the 1940s took place in the northeast. Only then did urban expansion become
reoriented towards the western bank of the river Porce [Botero 1996: 180].
The tramway played a key role in the industrialisation of Medellín as it allowed
workers to settle in the periphery of the city and yet have easy and low cost
access to the central areas where the factories were located.
The development of the tramway route network illustrates this parallel urban
transport and urban development. The first line was laid out in 1919, construction
beginning in 1920 and the route being inaugurated on October 12th 1921 by
monsignor Cayzedo who celebrated a Te Deum mass in the Metropolitan Cathedral
and blessed the first six trams [Bronx 1970: 154].
The Medellín tramway used three basic types of trams. The green ones were
called third class –although there was no first or second class and the ticket cost
the same– and carried freight and passengers on benches set along the sides of
Photo 5. The electric tramway and Cisneros Station in Medellín74 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
the tram. The red ones carried only passengers on reversible wooden seats and
the yellow ones, the largest, were equipped with reversible wicker seats22. All
trams had manual brakes and a foot-operated bell which passengers rang to
request that the vehicle halt23.
The first tramway drivers –known as motorists–, who did not wear uniforms for
the first few years, were a group of young middle-class men aged between 17 and
2524. They were supervised by inspectors in charge of assuring strict compliance
with schedules and routes25.
Tramway lines were identified by using coloured name-boards or emblems that
were very useful for the illiterate who would have had had tremendous difficulties
with a system based on letters or numbers (such a system is still in use today on
the buses)26. A red emblem was used for the America line; its terminus was
initially located in the small square of the village of the same name27. Later, it
reached the site known as La Puerta,28 having a total length of 4.68 kilometres.
This line may be considered as having special importance because it demonstrated
that the natural trend for the city’s urban development should have been towards
the plain on the western bank of the River Porce, despite the fact that the greatest
pressure for urban expansion was towards the north-eastern zone at the time
[Botero 2000: 361]. In effect, constructing the America tramway was followed by
paving the America and America-Robledo roads, constructing the airport, the
road to Belén and canalising the River Porce, all of which led to closing the
22 Interview with Luisa Acosta, from now on referred to as ILA.
23 In Bogotá, there were open trams, known as Las Nemesias, baptised in a dubious homage to
the manager of the tramway, Nemesio Camacho, and Las Lorencitas, so called because the roofs
were white and recalled the respectable grey hair of Doña Lorencita Villegas de Santos, wife
of president Santos –see Esquivel [1997: 45-46] and interview with Hernán Restrepo, from
this point on referred to as IHR.
24 They included León Congote, León Márquez, Horacio Arango, Eduardo Mesa, Carlos Correa,
Francisco Rivillas, Carlos Gaviria, the brothers Benedicto and Bernardo Correa, Octavio Álvarez,
Julio Sanín, Alberto Baños, Satiago Botero, Manuel Ángel, Hernán Restrepo R., Hernán Restrepo
G., Guillermo Wolf, José Maria Gutiérrez, Jesús Yepez, Eleazar Ortiz and Enrique Amaya.
25 Among them Abel Ochoa and Humberto Baena (IHR).
26 It is important to note that the carriage’s colour (green, red or yellow) had nothing to do with
the nameplate colour or emblem which identified each route.
27 Carrera 84 in Medellín’s present-day urban numbering system. Even though America was
considered a rural area at that time, it could be considered as being urban because it was
completely integrated with Medellín.
28 Today, where Calle 44 and Carrera 93 intersect.Urban development and urban transport: the Medellín tramway / 75
historical gap represented by the two banks of the river. This was the precedent
for western bank urban development by members of the local elite, most notably
J. B. Londoño [Gil 1989: 106].
Ricardo Olano (an ever-present member of the elite) recalled in his memoirs
that he had defended, “Including La America and Robledo in the Medellín plan
[so as to] authorise the new tramway line that may be necessary,” in the Municipal
Council [Marin 1989: 63]. Olano was not acting from altruism; he wanted to
promote, through the Council, the urban development of these areas and
particularly those improvements that would facilitate it.
The Buenos Aires line came into service at the end of 1921. It carried a blue
emblem and covered the north-eastern part of the city. It ran for almost a
kilometre from the bridge in Calle Colombia [50] to Parque de Berrio29. A few
days later, a new section of track (850 meters) was inaugurated which reached
Carrera Cordoba30. A further 2,400 meters of track had been laid to Carrera
Girardot by the end of November, whilst the line’s eastern branch was extended
to Quinta Miraflores in December, having a total length of 3.1 kilometres.
29 Calle Boyacá, near Parque de Berrio, was one of the places where the elite preferred to live
at the end of the nineteenth century [Reyes 1996: 12].
30 Today Carrera 43.
Photo 6. La America line76 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
31 Or the “cemetery of the rich” as it is popularly known.
The El Bosque line (later known as the Aranjuez line) was inaugurated in
November 1921 sporting a yellow emblem. It ran 2 kilometres from the San
Pedro cemetery31 to Parque de Berrio (IHR). The line was extended from the
cemetery to Moravia, in the northeast, in July 1922. The Municipal Enterprises
Council authorised a double track to be built from Carrera Bolivar [51] and Calle
Daniel Botero crossroads on the south side of the Bosque de la Independencia
to Carrera Palacé [51] in 1929 to relieve congestion on the Aranjuez line. An
extension from Calle Daniel Botero to Campo Valdés was approved at the same
time. The budget was   12,523 for 4 kilometres of track [Heraldo de Antioquia
newspaper (from now on referred to as HA) 1929: v.3, n.509].
The Sucre line (bearing a white and red emblem) served the neighbourhood of
the same name in the eastern area of the city. It was inaugurated in May 1922,
linking Parque de Berrio with the Samaria neighbourhood, a distance of 2.1
kilometres. The track was extended to the Plaza de Cisneros in March the following
year.
A total of 14.8 kilometres of track were completed during the first three years
of the tramway’s operation. The tramway company had twelve cars carrying
about 9,150 passengers each day by the end of 1923 [Botero 1996: 180].
The Manrique line also had a white and red emblem. It was promoted by the
Manrique Neighbourhood Urban Development Company (Compañía Urbanizadora
del Barrio Manrique). The Medellín city council was able to negotiate the donation
of land and rights of way with Manuel Álvarez’s heirs to facilitate the project.
The municipality also received a    1,500 grant from the national government
[HA 1927: v.1, n.56]. Its first route, inaugurated in October 1923, ran to the
Parque de Bolivar. It was extended to Plaza de Cisneros in 1924, running a total
length of 3.3 kilometres.
The Robledo line carried a white and blue emblem; it initially ran 3.5 kilometres
from El Jordan in the Robledo neighbourhood (then a village) to the Colombia
Bridge; a 4.5 kilometre extension was built in 1925, allowing the line to reach
Parque de Berrio in the city-centre and the Antioqueña site near the Gómez
stream in Robledo. Additional track had been laid by October 1924 and the line
reached the Fundición y Talleres Robledo, an important industry in Medellín producing
machinery for mines and the coffee industry.
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Photo 7. The line to the municipality of Envigado
32 Silk-cotton tree.
The tramway’s assets –including its rolling stock consisting of twenty four
carriages– were valued at     236,263 by the end of 1925. It monthly average gross
income was      3,550. The system was transporting 18,923 passengers per day by
this time [Betancur 1925: 105]. The tramway’s power supply was located in Carrera
Bolivar between Calle Moore and Calle Miranda; El Cobertizo (the popular name
for the garages and workshops) was in Calle Colombia (IHR).
The tramway had reached the Plaza in El Poblado in the south of Medellín
during 1925. Although there were some initial disagreements between the city
councils of Medellín and Envigado, the tramway reached the second of these
municipalities in 1926 [HA 1937: v.1, n.65], becoming Colombia’s first suburban
route. This route had larger trams painted yellow (unlike the red or green




A line to the Belen neighbourhood’s square was inaugurated in the same year
(1926). It bore a red and yellow emblem and was intended to relieve congestion
in Carrera Palace [50] and Carrera Bolivar [51]. Work began on a deviation in
Carrera Primero de Mayo between Carrera Sucre and Calle Bolivia in 1927. This
project provoked adverse reaction because it required that all the Carrera’s palms
and ceibas32 be cut down; the counter-argument claimed that they were old-
fashioned (!). Other critics predicted that the tramway would disturb traffic and
endanger pedestrians who frequently met at the corner of the Bastilla building
and in front of the Junín Theatre. The deviation was built despite all objections
[HA 1927: v.1, n.70].78 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
33 Even, according to Botero himself, this is a preconceived and beginning image of what today
can be identified with line A of Medellín’s metro [Botero 1989: 115].
34 Not needing to change ticket once in a carriage meant that a passenger could change carriages
between lines without additional cost.
The 2-kilometre El Salvador line began operations at the end of 1927; it linked
the tramway network to both the Cisneros and the Villa railway stations. This
connection between the municipal tramway system and Antioquia’s railway system
allowed the latter to operate as a commuter train, supplying the transport
infrastructure for what would become a metropolitan train system covering the
whole Aburrá Valley [Botero 1996: 181-182]. The Ferrocarril de Antioquia had a
profound impact on all municipalities lying within the Aburrá Valley as stations
were constructed for each one of its municipalities; it even had an effect on
Medellín as European-type subways were used for the Villa, Bosque, Acebedo,
Poblado and Aguacatala stations operating inside Medellín facilitating easy access
to the whole Aburrá Valley by train or tramway, thus consolidating its niche in
the area’s industrial and urban development33.
The tramway enterprise had achieved unexpected success by 1928 since its
products (i.e. gross income from fares) had increased by 25% and 40% during
the two previous years, generating   12,000 average monthly gross income in
1927 and      15,000 in 1928. The main problem facing the enterprise was the lack
of carriages to supply demand since there were only 44 carriages for all routes
[HA 1928: v.2, n.301]. Despite this inconvenience, the coefficient of expense
(expenses/gross product) was 77.91% which, even though it was not as low as
Bogotá’s 57% coefficient, allowed enough profit to be earned to keep up with
the continuous growth in the system’s capacity [Esquivel 1997: 57].
The Peyrat Tourist Guide [1925] indicated that the tramways passing by the Parque
de Berrio had a flat penny-farthing fare34. If this value is compared to the 7
pence ha’penny needed to send a 15-gram letter or the one penny three farthings
lunch at the famous El Árabe coffee-shop, then the cost of using this service
was low [Aguirre 1989: 15]. Besides, if a book of twenty tickets were bought,
then the price per unit became less than a penny a trip, implying an important
saving for workers using the service. There were also special student tickets at a
halfpenny a trip. These prices were maintained throughout the Medellín tramway’s
useful life from 1919 to 1950.
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Photo 9. Parque de Berrio
Photo 8. Trolley-buses in Medellín
The Swiss engineer Bayer (the Electric tramway Director at the time) transformed
some foreign buses that had previously served on the Ferrocarril de Antioquia to
cover the route between Santiago and El Limon to transport passengers and
loads whilst La Quiebra tunnel was being finished in 1929 (IHR), setting an
important precedent.
An electric motor was installed in these buses35 and they later provided a trolley-
bus route on an unusual and new line for the time running from the Los Angeles
neighbourhood along Calle Cuba [59] to Carrera 43.
Parque de Berrio became the hub for the
city’s tramway lines. This situation led to
the old city road layout becoming
connected to the new one evolving for
the city’s new workers’ neighbourhoods.
Even today it is possible to identify those
streets providing access from Parque de
Berrio to the main neighbourhood that
were there before the tramway routes.
35 These trolley-buses needed two electric power lines whilst the tramway carriages only
used one, due to the rails being used as the negative return. Electrification hasn’t been dealt
with yet.80 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
Constructing these lines was closely related to the interests of Medellín’s first
great city planners who actively promoted their construction through the Council
and the SMP to connect their lands in the periphery with the city-centre and
thus raise the value of their land. However, the huge influence exerted by Medellín’s
industrialists on this process should not be ignored, since they were interested in
connecting the workers’ neighbourhoods with the city’s industrial centres [Reyes
1996: 9].
In this sense, giving a worker the possibility of acquiring his own house became
a strategic matter. At the time, housing had become a “moralising” matter because
it kept the working class away from cantinas and the “dangers of the modern
city” [Reyes 1996: 15]. It then became the best way of turning the worker into
proprietor and thus setting him apart from the emerging unionism and socialist
ideas.
It is no surprise then that the first urbanising companies targeted building workers’
dwellings. City planners were often these very industrialists and merchants, as
the property business in Medellín did not always represent an independent market
from the rest of the economy but more a way of redirecting economic surplus
from industry and coffee. Investment in land and its later urbanisation did not
represent a main source of accumulation, but a way of social control depending
on the economy’s general dynamics and responded to the city’s commercial and
industrial cycles [Botero 1996: 224].
The Municipal Tramway Company (Empresa del Tranvía Municipal)
A North-American architect (Woeboken) was initially contracted to draw up the
plans for the electric tramway, he did this without even visiting the city. B.F.
Wood later became entrusted with its construction and installation. Before Bayer’s
trolley-bus success, he entrusted another North-American (Henry D. Macy) and
Daniel Salazar from Medellín with fully developing this line; they were also in
charge of assembling those carriages acquired and sent ahead by the Brill factory
[Botero 2000: 362].
Medellín’s mass-transport system faced technical limitations, because using
alternative means (such as petrol-fuelled buses) implied severe structural problems
due not just to the afore-mentioned problems (the sewer system) but also to aUrban development and urban transport: the Medellín tramway / 81
road network having to become built (being almost non-existent and very
expensive in 1920).
On the other hand, the rails used for the tramway lines were in-expensive and
easily maintained following Ferrocarril de Antioquia experience. An extra 1,000
kilowatts were added to Medellín’s existing 300 once the Piedras Blancas Central
became functional. A further 10,000 kilowatts became available in 1932 when the
first stage of the Guadalupe complex was finished; another 40,000 kilowatts
were added at the end of the 1940s when the second stage was completed,
multiplying Medellín’s capacity from 1921 and 1940 by twenty. Horacio Toro
Ochoa (an engineer) also began pressing for the Riogrande hydroelectric complex
to be built, guaranteeing an extra 300,000 kilowatts for the department (this
being more than the whole country’s installed capacity at the time) to support
any future industrial expansion in Antioquia and Medellín [Botero 2000: 375].
The tramway system saw an increase of up to around eleven million passengers
per year during its first years of service, justifying adding new lines to the system.
Use became notably increased during its last years of service, reaching 22,379,000
passengers carried in 1950, one year before ending its useful life. This figure
compares well with Bogotá’s annual average which was 10.4 million passengers
per year.
Figure 1

































































Source: Reyes [1996: 24]
The system was mainly used by workers from the city’s north-eastern
neighbourhoods, such as Aranjuez and Manrique, and from the city’s oldest area
(Sucre and Buenos Aires) having greater demographic concentration and where



















Other city areas such as America and Belén had greater geographic possibilities
since they represented strategic points for urban development west of the river.
However, demographic growth was slower than in the northeast. The Figure 2
shows system use according to the city’s different neighbourhoods; it can be
clearly seen that system use was very important in the city-centre and the northeast
whilst areas to the west and south had lower participation (mainly El Poblado
and Envigado).
Figure 2
Daily use of main routes in 193836
Despite its initial success, the tramway suffered long-term structural limitations
affecting its sustainability as Medellín’s main mass-transport system. The first of
these arose from the system’s limited capacity, since it consisted of one-way
routes with passing-loops, meaning that when saturation was reached it would
have been necessary to double or triple the rail infrastructure to supply service
demand. This was seen as being impossible due to the high cost implied and the
fact that the width of the streets in Medellín’s city-centre did not allow more
lines to be built (as shown in Photo 9).
Regarding this point, it should be born in mind that the use of alternative transport
had increased in Medellín. There were 36 buses in 1927, the next year this had
increased to 132 and to more than 500 in 1930. This situation implied strong
competition for the main routes used by the tramway, meaning that a municipal
decision had to be taken.
Source: Botero [2000: 364]
36 1938 has been used as a representative date because it was the mean for system use.Urban development and urban transport: the Medellín tramway / 83
Antioquia’s leader, Enrique Mejía, wrote a letter to Karl Brunner, the city’s chief
of planning, in 1940, soliciting Brunner’s opinion regarding Medellín’s tramway
without hiding his own support for it. In the answer (which is rational and well-
supported according to Botero) it was well-argued that Medellín’s electric tramway
was doomed to disappear because of the city-centre’s network of narrow streets,
implying large-scale investment at that time if they were to become widened
[Botero 1989: 116].
Photo 10. The size of the streets in the centre of Medellín (Carrera Bolivar)
Brunner explained that the afore-mentioned system had been enough to run the
basic tramway system with a relatively small stock of railcars from 1920 to 1935.
However, this network had become insufficient to cover ever-growing demand
in the 1940s.  He thus recommended strengthening alternative transport for
supplying increased city transport needs.
These recommendations were reflected in the Municipal Council decision
(Agreement 34, August 26th 1940) authorising the mayor of Medellín to establish
a public municipal urban bus transport company. This system received official
blessing whilst the tramway slowly began to disappear during the 1940s until
finally closing in 1951. Some Medellín tramway carriages were taken to the city
of Pereira, staying in use for several more years [Botero 2000: 367].
The service never suffered popular protest whilst functioning during the first
half of the nineteenth century. Only one incident is registered in a letter from
Abadia Méndez to Mariano Ospina Pérez. Abadia states that Ospina’s designation84 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
as governor had been well-received, according to El Colombiano and La Defensa,
despite some lapses in public-order due to Tranvía de Oriente workers, who had
decided to fight the decision, throwing rocks at governor Berrio’s office,
instigated by Ospina’s political counterpart, Román Gómez [Duque 1985: 226].
Despite this revolt, the people’s rage was directed against the building and not
municipal tramway carriages or facilities. Besides, as seen in the next paragraph,
frequent problems arose from the Tranvía de Oriente project, since the interests of
political leaders from both parties were involved.
One possible reason explaining citizens’ attitude towards this means of transport
can be found in the origin of the system itself. Except for a brief Belgian
intervention in the mule-drawn tramway (not being greatly important for Medellín
due to its quick failure), the service always belonged to the city whilst this service
was owned by North-American capitalists in Bogota until 1910. The importance
here lay not in the property itself, but in strong feelings against the USA provoked
by the embarrassing loss of Panama in 1903 and wider concessions made since
then [Esquivel 1996: 27].
From the beginning, Medellín’s electric tramway was planned to service the
increasing workers’ demand for transport; all its lines were intended to reach the
city’s popular neighbourhoods and industrial centres. By contrast, such service
was initiated in Bogota with a line running from San Diego along Carrera Caracas
[13] north towards the village of Chapinero. There was thus a marked elitist style
in running Bogotá’s tramway from its beginnings, since this village was where the
city’s landholders and wealthy people spent their summer holidays. The tramway
only represented Sunday entertainment (matadomingo37 ) for 90% of the citizens
[Esquivel 1996: 25-28].
Bogotá’s tramway did not carry a greater volume of passengers since most large
companies (like the Bavaria brewery) located their workers in nearby housing;
they even fomented neighbourhoods by building workers’ housing around their
own factories whilst in Medellín they had to travel to work from different parts
of the city to get to their jobs [Esquivel 1997: 59].
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The only misfortunes Medellín’s tramway suffered were due to the risks inherent
in its operation, such as the occasional derailment, usually without injury being
incurred [HA 1927: v.1, n.33], frequent attacks by children throwing stones in
retaliation against motorists who threw them off after they had been found
clinging to the carriages [HA 1927: v.1, n.36] or crashes between private vehicles
and the trams due to negligence or imprudence.
One of the most serious incidents involved a Ferrocarril de Antioquia locomotive
crashing into a tram on the America line on July 16th 1927. This accident was
caused by a power failure leaving the tram stopped on the railwaylines; nevertheless,
“due to driver Campillo’s calmness and quick reaction in reducing the locomotive’s
speed,” time was given for the tramway carriages to be evacuated before the
“violent crash.” No victims were reported from the incident [HA 1927: v.1, n.33].
The other great accident was a fire in the municipal tram-shed on July 21st 1927
caused by sparks from the brakes of a Ferrocarril de Antioquia locomotive setting
fire to some packages negligently tossed down near the rails; great economic loss
was incurred by the tramway in terms of equipment, motors and carriages [HA
1927: v.1, n.36]. Neither incident led to the service in Medellín being stopped. It
should be stated that no popular protests ever occurred (leading to service being
interrupted) because the service was very much appreciated by Medellín’s
inhabitants.
The Tranvía de Oriente Company
The Medellín tramway’s initial success and direct influence on the area led to the
idea of a regional network connecting the Aburrá Valley with some municipalities
in the Sajonia Valley, in the east of the Antioquia department. The conservative
party leader in Marinilla and eastern Antioquia, Román Gómez, developed this
idea and took the first legal steps towards constituting the Empresa del Tranvía de
Oriente (from now on referred to as ETO).
Gómez judged this work to be, “A redeeming element for all towns in eastern
Antioquia” [Duque 1985: 213], since it would revive their weak economies and
lead to them regaining the position lost to Medellín. There was even the idea that
this line would provide the municipalities of eastern Antioquia with access to the
River Magdalena [HA 1928: v.2, n.312].86 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
Photo 11. Tranvía de Oriente petrol-driven carriage
Different to Medellín’s electric tramways, this tramway was to be operated by
petrol-engine driven carriages pulling other small passenger carriages or flat
wagons. This type of carriage was deemed to be the most appropriate for climbing
the long slope up to La Sierra.
The contract for building the tramway line had an estimated budget of     250,000
(one million gold pesos) which should have been enough to stretch the rails
from Medellín to the ten municipalities mentioned in Table 2, import the
motorised carriages and start the construction. This budget would have consisted
of 35% coming from national grants, another 35% from departmental grants
and the remaining 30% from the eastern municipalities contributing    34,000
(136,000 gold pesos) and Medellín     41,000 (164,000 gold pesos). The municipal
contributions (which were never actually made) should have been distributed
amongst the municipalities as follows:
Table 4
Eastern municipalities “contributions”












Source: Consejo de Medellín [1927: 9]
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It was agreed that the accounting and the construction rules would be the
same as those employed in Medellín. The reason was very simple; EPM could
carry out the work quickly and efficiently as it already had staff prepared and
trained for executing this type of work and owned most of the tools required
for such construction. The municipality of Medellín, headed by the EPM,
would thus become, “The owner of most of the work” [Consejo de Medellín
1927: 6-7].
Construction of this line began thanks to 70% of corresponding grants becoming
available, the Ferrocarril de Antioquia’s minimum contribution made in rails and
Medellín’s contribution (seen as a loan to ETO, since its contribution to the
capital was represented by providing labour-force, equipment and experience).
Shareholders paid   250 per share, corresponding to each municipality’s
contributions to complete     75,000 capital, equal to the 30% of the work budget
not being covered by the department or nation.
ETO’s rolling stock was composed of four 36-passenger motor-cars, ten 25-
passenger motor-cars, four 7-ton capacity flat wagons, six 3-ton flat wagons and
a mixed 11-ton carrying carriage (10 ton towage capacity on the mountain).
ETO also had two tow carriages that were used in case the motor-cars failed to
get them to the next station [Senado 1931: 48]. The project appeared attractive;
however it represented high operation costs due to being petrol-driven, even
though a possible solution lay in using the El Buey and Piedras river waterfalls
[HA 1929: v.3, n.512]. Unfortunately the eastern tramway was never electrified
and, on the contrary, the first grave menace to its future emerged since the
Departmental Road Board (Junta Departamental de Caminos) decided that ETO
should provide enough space for building a two-way road for automobiles from
kilometre 19 onwards, meaning that new, future competition was being facilitate
right from the start [HA 1928: v.2, n.266].
The work was in full execution between 1926 and 1927, the main shareholder
being the municipality of Medellín which had constructed and financed a good
part of the 17 kilometres of track laid. Nevertheless, the first voices were lifted
in disagreement in the Council of Medellín, arguing that the Eastern Tramway
seriously damaged the city’s interests, particularly regarding contributions which
should be made and ETO’s shareholder composition [Duque 1985: 224].
ETO agreed to refund Medellín’s contribution as long as EPM would make
an additional    125,000 loan from Évrar Avenith de Amberes’ Belgian bank to
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continue the necessary work (from which the    41,000 owing would be discounted).
EPM refused such transaction because it involved increasing the debt and the
concurrent risk. Also, the other partner municipalities had not made the necessary
contributions demanded by the contract. ETO’s written constitution was vague
and confused, leaving legal loopholes which these municipalities could exploit
for refraining from making the corresponding payment of any new loan. Due to
such vagueness in ETO’s written constitution, Medellín could be considered (at
ETO’s convenience) to be a partner or as an entity granting it a loan, making its
juridical position very fragile [Consejo de Medellín 1927: 10-34].
The above thus made the business highly risky for Medellín’s interests. Four
attempts were made to arrive at agreement; however, Medellín finally brought a
civil lawsuit against ETO for not demanding payment of the agreed contributions
from the other municipalities and for the devolution of the     41,000 loan [HA
1927: v.1, n.35]. ETO had by then acquired fame as being a bad payer and its
deplorable finances aggravated its delicate situation, bringing about serious doubts
regarding the enterprise’s management. Views were expressed in the senate that
this seemed a fraudulent situation [Senado 1931: 38].
Around 40 kilometres of the route from Medellín up to La Sierra in Guarne and
some kilometres towards the municipality of Rionegro had been built by 1927
[HA 1927: v.1, n.60]. The first part of the route had an average 6% gradient
(maximum 9.5%) and an average of twenty-meter-radius curves, rendering it a
difficult route; nevertheless, the rest of the route was built to a railway line’s
standard specifications, using 45-pound rails. It was even proposed running
ordinary locomotives on the tracks covering the eastern municipalities [Senado
1931: 47-48].
Due to the existing difference between the Medellín-La Sierra course and the
rest of the route, differential fees were established. Thus, 0.2 peso ton/km was
charged in first class for the first part of the route, 0.17 peso ton/km in second
class, 0.14 peso ton/km in third class and in 0.10 peso ton/km in fourth class.
After La Sierra the cost was 0.10 peso ton/km in first class, 0.80 peso in second
class, 0.07 peso in third class and 0.05 peso in fourth class, giving a very clear idea
of the difficulties involved in getting out of the Aburrá Valley using this route.
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Before La Sierra 0.20 0.17 0.14 0.10
After La Sierra 0.10 0.08 0.07 0.05
It was shown in debate concerning ETO’s financial situation that it had only
made minimum investment, requiring ever-increasing resources from the nation
and the department. Table 5 thus shows that the first 49 kilometres cost      398,867,
ETO only investing     1,764.
Table 5
Tranvía de Oriente first 49 kms






Source: Senado [1931: 7]
The nation also had to contribute     32,500 to build the six kilometres needed to
connect the municipality of Rionegro with the villages of La Ceja and San Antonio
[Senado 1931: 7]. Accounts presented by ETO to the Secretary of the Treasury
raised serious doubts, since there were no corresponding vouchers or documents
[HA 1928: v.2, n.263]. A thorough senate investigation produced worrying results
for the nation and the department, since costs per track laid were increasing,
despite the most difficult parts of the route having been overcome.
Table 6
Detail of the cost per track laid

























Source: Senado [1931: 48]
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Photo 12. Tranvía de Oriente climbing to La Sierra
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Several of Medellín’s technicians and influential people frequently forecast the
failure of the work in the city’s newspapers, even procuring incisive editorials for
this event to happen as quickly as possible [HA 1927: v.1, n.40]. The municipality
of Medellín finally abandoned its interest in this enterprise and the eastern
municipalities had to continue alone. Although the State had to contribute an
additional   703,802 (nearly 56 kilometres of track being built with this), the
enterprise was never able to overcome its apparent difficulties [Duque 1985:
225].
The real background to these allegations, lawsuits and difficulties lay in strong
political grudges in the east, making Rionegro liberals become strongly opposed
to the line because it “seemed” to arrive first to Marinilla (a conservative bastion)
through Guarne rather than through their municipality to the west, implying
leaving aside the whole rural area around Santa Helena and Rionegro.
Contributions were thus never forthcoming and the work was doomed to failure
[Botero 2000: 368].
This situation precipitated construction of the Santa Elena-Rionegro road
(inaugurated in 1929) also influenced by the 1930 crisis. The regional tramway
operated precariously until the end of the 1930s; it never achieved its objectives
and was an economic failure. Only rails from Medellín, linking with the Manrique
line, were constructed in the place known as Palos Verdes, about six kilometers
south of the Rionegro Municipality (this doesn’t make sense, it’s 40 km from
Medellín).
The Table 7 shows that the average cost for each of the first 49 kilometres built
was     8,140 to which ETO only contributed 0.44% of the amount. This did not
justify the enterprise’s financial situation, as it was demonstrated that its investment
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Conclusions
The first attempt at building a mass-transport system in Medellín made recourse
to an animal-drawn tramway. This represented an attempt to combine a traditional
transport system with novel railway technology. This system began operation in
1887 but only had an ephemeral existence due to it not being efficient compared
to other means of transport such as horses, mules or victorias.
The Medellín elite created the SMP in 1889 (shortly after the animal-drawn system
had failed), an initiative aimed at channelling their interests and serving as a pressure
group in dealings with the State. It promoted and executed large-scale urban
development of new workers’ neighbourhoods, thus playing a fundamental role
in modernising the city.
Developing these new workers’ neighbourhoods and implementing mass-
transport systems were accompanied by the city’s service infrastructure becoming
enlarged, a dramatic demographic increase caused by a decrease in mortality rate
and increased migration, the construction of large-scale social works and the
city’s normative ordering. All these situations led to making Medellín become a
modern city at the start of the twentieth century.
The mass-transport system having the most impact during this period was the
electric tramway. This system became developed in the shape of nine lines radiating
out from the Parque de Berrio to all the city’s key points, mainly serving the
working population located in the city’s northern, north-eastern and western
areas. The whole of the Aburrá Valley thus became interconnected as the electric
tramway was connected to Ferrocarril de Antioquia stations.
Converting some petrol-driven buses into electric buses or trolley-buses serving
the Los Angeles neighbourhood was one of the most important technological
innovations developed by the Municipal Tramway Company. Elongating the
Poblado route up to the town of Envigado constituted the country’s first suburban
route.
The tramway seemed to represent the most suitable transport system for Medellín
from its very beginning, as constructing a road network for buses or cars would
have been very expensive. The rails were easier to lay and maintain than building
a paved road system and there was a large surplus of electrical power to supply a
tramway’s needs. The tramway quickly reached an average of around eleven million92 / Colombian Economic Journal, No 1, 2003
passengers per year, mainly orientated towards the city’s working-class north-
eastern neighbourhoods.
However, the system had inbuilt long-term structural limitations since its capacity
was limited regarding the growing demand for service and there was the physical
difficulty if not impossibility and cost of widening Medellín’s city-centre streets
if the lines were to become doubled.
It should be noted that Medellín’s tramway never became the object of popular
protest or strikes, explained by the population’s strong empathy towards the
service since it was designed and executed to attend the working population’s
needs. The system was municipality property, therefore inspiring a certain sense
of belonging in the citizenry.
The idea of connecting the eastern municipalities with Medellín emerged as the
tramway system developed; this came to fruition with the opening of the Tranvía
de Oriente. Even though the rails eventually stretched from Medellín to a few
kilometres short of Rionegro, political grudges coupled to bad financial
management led to the failure of this enterprise.
The position of Medellín’s elite has been seen to be important as it applied
pressure through institutions like the SMP in considering public and private
interests regarding improving the quality of life in the city. It also led to
modernising and consolidating the industrial process by means of attending to
the working population’s housing and transport needs, whilst ensuring that projects
were shaped to its own ends.
It is important to highlight that studying urban transport systems (such as
tramways) represents a relatively forgotten source of investigation in regional
history. This type of study provides the opportunity for understanding a city’s
development and, specifically, how Medellín became transformed into an industrial
centre, efficiently harbouring and dealing with its growing working population.
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